There is a lot of research that has been done on electroplating of metals depending on the type of application. In this chapter, the importance of this technique to the semiconductor industry is discussed in detail from an experimental as well as a modeling standpoint. In particular, the effect of solution variables i.e. chloride, accelerator, suppressor on copper electrodeposition is discussed. This knowledge is applied to achieve a defect-free, bottom-up metal/copper fill that eventually, is one of the most critical processes in this billion-dollar industry.
Introduction
For over five decades, extensive research has been done to identify and characterize different metals for back-end-of-line interconnects in the semiconductor industry. This search gets even more challenging as feature sizes shrink to accommodate for Moore's Law [1] . Metals are chosen due to their low electrical resistance, increased reliability and lower power consumption [1] . High conductivity, an inherent quality of metals, enables relatively faster transmission of signals that are an integral requirement as more transistors are added to a semiconductor chip [3] . Until late 90s, aluminum was predominantly used for contacts as it was cheap and conductive. As feature sizes shrunk with newer technology nodes, there was an increased need for a metal with lower resistivity.
Metals such as copper, tungsten, gold and silver were considered as suitable alternatives to aluminum since they were expected to have lower resistivity as well as exhibit improved reliability performance [2] [4] . Copper emerged as the clear quire subtractive metal etching. The potential process would require a suitable dielectric etch followed by metal superfill. Superfill of metals is required in order to achieve a uniform bottom-up fill in the interconnect features [6] [7] . Although there were many schemes investigated to deposit copper, they had significant drawbacks depending upon the method chosen. For instance, physical vapor deposition (PVD) had a poor step coverage leading to void formation which has downstream reliability concerns (Figure 1(a) ). On the other hand, researchers also evaluated chemical vapor deposition owing to its superior step coverage property, but was accompanied with a relatively higher operating cost.
The aforementioned challenges were successfully overcome with the introduction of electrodeposition to superfill the patterned trenches/vias and also serve as a cheaper alternative to CVD. In the following sections, an effort is made to explain the key parameters involved in conventional electroplating processes both from a modeling as well as an experimental standpoint. 
Copper Electroplating

Understanding Solution Parameters
In order to achieve superfilling of trenches/vias, we first need to understand the effect of solution variables. There has been a lot of research on electroplating in both interconnects as well as through silicon vias (TSV). In the following sections, plating in TSVs is used as a vehicle to understand the effect of each solution parameter. The typical solution consists of copper sulfate, sulfuric acid, chloride, accelerator (or brightener), suppressor (or inhibitor) and leveler. The inorganic component i.e. acidic copper sulfate is the plating source, while sulfuric acid provides conductivity. On the other hand, the organics i.e. accelerator, suppressor and leveler were added to ensure bottom-up fill [2] . Since the scope of the current discussion is to understand defect-free, bottom-up copper fill, more emphasis is put on understanding the role and importance of the organic 
Effect of Chloride
Extensive research [8] - [13] has been done till date on the effect of chloride on copper electrodeposition. Chloride ions have been mainly added to reduce anodic polarization as well as improve the blocking effect of other additives. Effect of chloride is shown in Figure 3 below. In the absence of any additives, the slope of curve is smaller than in the presence of 50 ppm Cl − [14] . This implies that Cl − addition promotes copper deposition in the absence of accelerator/suppressor. With the addition of 300 ppm of the suppressor the current density was low even at higher overpotential. Preliminary studies of Wei-Ping et al. [8] involved filling of laser drilled via-hole by using solutions with varying concentrations of 3-mercapto-1-propanesulfonate (accelerator) and sodium chloride (Cl − ). It was found that by increasing the accelerator concentration in the bath, a higher concentration of chloride was required in enabling bottom-up fill or else the final fill would end up being conformal. The synergistic interaction between the additives dictates the CuCl generation that eventually gets accumulated in the via features and undergoes reduction to elemental copper. In addition to 
Effect of Accelerator
In this section, a detailed understanding on the importance of accelerator is given. Accelerators used in the semiconductor industry are organic compounds that are disulfide or thiol-based compounds such as 3-mercapto-1-propanesulfonate (MPS) or bis-(3-sodiumsulfopropyl) disulfide (SPS) [15] . As shown in Figure 4 , accelerator molecules are smaller in comparison to suppressor molecules and this property allows for faster diffusion in damascene contacts thereby promoting bottom-up deposition.
There are typically five types of reactions that can occur during copper electrodeposition in the presence of an accelerator namely, 1) copper compropor- [17] conducted a systematic investigation wherein they found that increasing the concentration of accelerator to about 17 μmol/l increased the fill rate of copper at the bottom of the TSV (150 μm depth × 75 μm dia.) beyond which the rate dropped. This trend was also corroborated by the work of Bioh et al. in [18] . Having understood the effect of accelerator, the next section is focused on the effect of suppressor on superfill.
Effect of Suppressor
As explained in the previous section, suppressor molecules are much larger than accelerator molecules to enable more accumulation at the top of the via. Typically used suppressors are polyethers that have high molecular weights. The most predominantly used suppressor in the semiconductor industry is polyethylene glycol (PEG). Key inhibiting factor for PEG on the deposition rate is its molecular weight. In Figure 5 , Boehme et al. show that in the absence of any suppressor, the overpotential or in other words the threshold for copper deposition is low and almost takes place instantaneously. Their unique method for screening also shows that different flavors of PEG (300, 1000, 4000) show increasing resistance to adsorption/deposition thereby providing with a better suppressing effect with molecular weight [19] . This effect is expected to saturate beyond a certain molecular weight as the surface would be already covered completely as shown in [9] [20] . Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science 
Modeling of Electroplating Process
Process simulation of electroplating has evolved over the past decade in order to meet the challenges introduced by complex geometries to achieve a uniform defect free fill. The requirement for a robust and versatile fast response model with low computational power has been ever growing to realize a high precision and high uniformity electroplating process. Since feature configuration and geometry are the primary determiners of fill profile in the local feature to macro die level, it became pertinent to study its effect on defect creation during electroplating. In an ideal case, comprehensive process physics based models developed for an individual species for a local feature should be able to be extended or provide die or chip level data. In reality, to overcome the need for high computa- 
Classic Models for Current Distribution
Nernst Planck equation is used to describe the current density on the electrode.
And since most of the reaction/potential drop occurs in the near surface region of the electrodes, it is characterized using a double layer model developed by
Bockris [30] . According to the model, the region is divided into layers where potential and concentration gradient exist, known as Helmholtz double layer and Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer. Here the electron flux is written as the sum of diffusive, convective and migrative flux as in Equation (1), Equation (2)
The significance of each term varies as a function of the scale of the system Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science being modelled. Applied potential above the equilibrium potential for the electrolyte-electrode couple, known as overpotential, drives rates of either electrodeposition or dissolution reactions in the system. For an applied overpotential, the competing frequency of successful cation, anion jumps across the double layer is described by the Butler-Volmer equation (Equation (3)). This relation is widely used in models to relate the electrode current, overpotential and thus describe the kinetics of electro-migration at the electrode.
where i is the net current, i 0 is the equilibrium current and a η is the overpotential, , a c α are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients.
Laplace equation (Equation (4)) is the most scalable equation in a comprehensive format that can be used to describe charge distribution. It applies well in cases of well mixed solution and where only a small fraction of conductivity of solution is derived from participating ions. However, the equation can be modified to represent surface or bulk charge by choosing appropriate boundary conditions. In a comprehensive case, the electric potential profile across a n-dimensional system can be given as a solution to Poisson's equation of the form, (Equation (5)
The basic species transport in the typical electrochemical system is governed by electrical migration driven by potential gradient, diffusion driven by concentration gradient and convection of bulk driven by a local pressure gradient.
However, in order to understand the effect of solution chemistry to the overall deposition rate, or shift in film stoichiometry or V-I relations, steady state models were developed. In such models the primary objective was to study the spatial variation of process parameters, metrics. In simpler models, the variation over one dimension was alone considered and other variables were averaged to assume simpler operating regimes and eliminate large numerical computations.
Here, dimensionless numbers were used to describe operating regimes. Since the key driving forces in a system such as mass, charge and momentum transfer are largely dependent on the length scales, which in turn is dependent on the size of the system, electroplating systems of different sizes could be analyzed with different set of dimensionless groups. Table 1 below presents the important parameters influencing feature fill as in [31] .
The current distribution in an electroplating system is of major significance.
Distribution of current is classified into four categories based on the scale of region of interest.
Roughness Scale-Microscopic features. Crystallographic planes, asperities
Feature Scale-Sub micron -Micron features, vias, channels
Pattern Scale-unit area of dense surface features Work Piece scale-Full wafer or PCB Based on the scale of the system considered in the model, and the choice of dimensionless group, most dominating effect on the current distribution is identified in such models.
Building Comprehensive Models
Numerical methods are commonly used, powerful mathematical tools used to derive solutions to complex system of differential equations. Most applications, simulation packages are built using numerical methods as basis to solve large data sets in the form of matrices. Spatial profiles are obtained as solution of a well-defined boundary value problem. Transient profiles are generated by time stepping, where the solution to the i-1th iteration is used to create the boundary conditions for the i th iteration. Commonly used stepping methods are finite difference, finite element and boundary element method. In a feature scale the current evolution within every time step is considered constant. The surface evolution of boundaries in Electrochemical systems is two step-solving the steady state boundary conditions at i-1 and advancing the boundary based on its solution and feeding it as a boundary condition to the i th step.
An electroplating process can be characterized by four balance equations-Mass balance in bulk, mass balance on the surface, momentum transfer and charge balance. Nernst Planck equation (Equation (6)) governs the mass balance and can be used to determine the concentration gradient of ionic species in the bulk of the solution. In feature scale simulations, the pressure gradient across structures in the sub-micron level is insignificant. The convective transport out of high aspect ratio structure or in the near surface region is negligible and can be neglected, reducing the equation to Equation (7). However, for simulations targeting die or chip level fill profiles the bulk solution convection become important and the convective term has to be retained. The transport of non-charged species is dominated by diffusion, whereas, for charged species it is dictated by the combined effect of diffusion due to the existence of a concentration gradient and electrical migration in the presence of a potential gradient in a localized electric field in the electrolyte. 
For any multicomponent system containing n species 1, 2,3, , n i =  . Cb i represents the bulk concentration of ionic species in the electrolyte, D i , µ i , z i are diffusivity, ionic mobility and valency of the charged species. U i is the bulk velocity of the electrolyte, F is the Faradays constant, Φ the electric potential. R i represents any chemical or physical reaction term. In the current application, R i will be used to describe the surface reactions occurring at the electrode surface.
The chemical material balance on the electrode surface can be described through Equation 
( )
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Cs i represents the surface concentration of species "i" on the electrode. The diffusion coefficient D i is expressed in the Chapman Enskog form (Equation (11)). In a liquid system, where the system pressure, P is comparable to atmospheric pressure, the species diffusivity will be similar to molecular diffusivity, D m .
In system of scales where, the convective flux becomes significant, the distribution of species radially is accounted for in D i expressed as a sum of diffusion and Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science axial dispersion. The dispersion coefficient is expressed as a function of velocity field in the system using the Aris-Taylor model [32] (Equation (12))
where, d is the diameter of the channel approximated to a circular system. The expression is applicable in all flow regimes since it is evaluated numerically at each grid as a function of local velocity. The axial dispersion term allows the model to account for net transport of molecules in the radial and axial direction.
Modeling flow systems such as ones using rotating electrodes will benefit from it.
The transport of ions through electrical migration in the bulk as well as near surface regions is governed by the local electrical potential gradients generated in the system. The electrical potential in the system can be expressed as a function of space charge through Poissons equation (Equation (13)) ( )
In systems, where flow profile of electrolyte becomes important, governing equation for momentum balance needs to be incorporated to the system of equations. For simple laminar flow profile approximations, Hagen Poiseuille (Equation (14)) can be used to derive the average velocity, U avg of the medium in a system of length L. For systems where significant pressure differences exist, a non-compressible version of Navier stokes expression (Equation (15)) is used.
where, u is the local velocity vector, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. For an incompressible flow assumption, the conservation of mass is also written as continuity equation as (Equation (17))
In order to solve the system of equations, appropriate boundary and initial conditions are required based on transience and number of dimensions in the equation. In feature scale systems, the walls are defined a non-permeable to electrolyte and bulk velocity is nil as a consequence. Steady state flux balances equations of the form (Equation (18)) are used at trench surfaces and at the mouth of the trench. Surface charge density, σ s based on the dominant adsorbed species is Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science written in the form (Equation (19)). The potential of the electrolyte bulk is mostly assumed as negligible considering a dilute solution. Meshing density and adaptation is changed per requirement to visualize fill process. Simultaneously solving the coupled system of PDE over a 2D or 3D system for a feature length scale system is very tedious and requires high computational power and is associated with long times. To bypass the computational requirement, systems are modelled using reasonable assumptions that may compromise on the resolution, versatility and accuracy of the solution but, derive faster solutions. Few examples are discussed.
Examples of Existing Work
Numerical simulation of shape evolution of fill in lithographic scale features was presented [27] . The focus of the work was to understand the fill profile across a feature as a function of its geometry owing to the distribution of precursor and additive species due to the non-uniform nature of diffusion and potential distribution. The theory behind the study being, the growth on a given area of a feature is dictated by the local current density governed by the potential gradient, and the concentration of additive and metal species governed by relative diffusive fluxes. The primary driver considered is species diffusion and current distribution along the electrode is modelled using potential theory. Hence, the system reduces to a set of homogeneous second order differential equations. These are then solved using no flux/symmetry boundary conditions at resist surfaces, bulk solution concentration at outer edge of boundary layer. At the deposition surface, the steady state boundary condition equates the diffusive flux to charge flux due to potential gradient. Dimensionless constant in Inhibitor model,
where C A is the concentration of the additive;, C M is the concentration of metal ion; i is the average initial current density; w is the width of the feature; k is the electrolyte conductivity; k lev is a constant in the inhibitor model. The solution is obtained through iteratively solving the set of Laplace type equations and using string method as the moving boundary scheme. Figure 6 shows model's predictability compared to real fill scenarios.
In a conventional copper electroplating process for Through Silicon Vias (TSVs), the concentration of ions and growth velocity is higher on the top of the feature rather than in the bottom, leaving air gaps, voids or defects in the lower region. In order to obtain a uniform fill, several studies have been carried out to optimize the deposition parameters usually leading to introduction of new deposition parameters and techniques. The effect of organic additives on the electroplating bath at optimized amounts was found to greatly improve fill smoothness, compactness and achieve conformal fills as shown by [33] . The utilization of pulse current to deposit uniformly on submicron features was investigated [34] . The effects of frequency in pulse current deposition and reverse current density in features filled by pulse reversal current were presented as in [35] [36]. 
The material balance in the system including transport through diffusion, convection and electrical migration, is expressed by Equation (27) 
where Ni is the flux of various species in the electrolyte given by Nernst Planck type expression, Equation (28)
where u flow rate and Φ the potential of electrolyte. The walls are defined as growth boundaries where flux is defined in terms of current i, which is represented by Butler-Volmer equation. Electrical neutrality is assumed in the solution bulk. Schematic shown in Figure 7 describes boundary conditions for mass transport equation. Plating profile irregularities on features with different aspect ratios and taper profile, as a consequence of distribution of copper ions in solution were studied using a moving mesh boundary, where the local boundary velocity is given by, Growth profiles using pulsed current technique were also generated for different incoming current waveforms. Figure 8 shows the axial copper ion distribution in the TSV trench using different pulsing frequencies and the tunable uniformizing effect it has on high aspect features.
The phenomenon of necking where the copper concentration and current are highest at the top of the trench is observed to be much severe in straight TSVs than tapered features. The model predicts the effect of fluid flow is highest on the top of the trench and has diminishing effect towards deep end of the feature.
Christoffer P. Nielsen and Henrik Bruus have developed a sharp interface model which includes the important effects of extended space-charge regions and nonlinear electrode reactions [38] . The model is validated by comparing its behavior in the initial stage with the predictions of a linear stability analysis. The work acknowledges the problem of morphological instabilities in a layer deposited during electrodeposition which subsequently leads to ramified growth of the electrode surface. Several studies and models have been built to understand this ramified growth regime [39] - [46] . Big contributions to our understanding of the growth process have come from diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) models [47] [48] and, more recently, phase-field models similar to those which have successfully been applied to solidification problems.
Non-equilibrium extended space-charge region developed at near cathode regions at high voltages affects species transport and consequently deposition characteristics. DLA and phase charge models do not account for non-zero space charge densities reducing their applicability to the linear growth phases occurring at low voltages. Growth kinetics at electrolyte-electrode interface, characterized using Butler Volmer expression is also not considered in DLA and phase field methods. The model presented here has used an alternate approach to deal with non-zero space charge densities. The sharp interface model considers the growth interface to move at discrete steps based on comprehensive growth velocity instead of a continuously varying function. This allows the model to incorporate realistic boundary conditions for reaction interfaces. The model however is 2D and assumes an inherent quasi steady state approach and neglects fluid dynamic modelling, hence cannot be applied to flow systems.
Multiple electrode reaction model for electrodeposition of alloys on a rotating disk electrode was studied in [49] . Dilute solution theory is applied to assume no interaction between solute species and define the diffusion coefficient. Transport parameters are assumed spatially constant and uniform current density along the electrode is instituted removing the dependence on 2D spatial variation. The problem is thus reduced to a steady state, 1D mass transport equation dependent on concentration, potential and pressure gradient. Model is effective in dealing with dilute multicomponent systems processed in the laminar regime and can be used to predict the V-I relation, steady state concentration profile of each species in solution. Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science ing a defect/void free fill has been studied for several years. Apart from conventional plating factors such as feature aspect ratio, via entry diameter, electrolyte concentration, potential difference and surface kinetic factors, the effect of neutral organic additive species also needs to be characterized. Diffusion-Adsorption mechanism has been used to describe the leveling theory in several studies [25] [50]- [57] .
[58] discusses the significance of additive mobility and distribution in commercially relevant features in controlling void sizes and maintaining conformal fill process. The 2D quasi steady state model is built primarily using the material balance between the deposition and levelling components in the solution bulk and feature surface.
In sub-micron features the effect of fluid flow is negligible, hence convective transport is neglected. The variation of electric field in such features is also insignificant and hence the deposition kinetics is assumed to be dictated by the distribution of additive and deposition species in the feature. The plating tool design and line density of the wafer usually determine the current density and species concentration at the mouth of the trench. Wafer scale studies as demonstrated in [28] [59] [60] will be required in order to get realistic predictions of wafer level variations of parameters. In the scope of this work, these variations are assumed non-existent and uniform values are assumed at the bulk, where current density at mouth of trench is predicted by average plating current in the bulk.
The governing equations are hence reduced to Laplace 2D form. The individual steady state mass balance for plating and leveling agents is given by, Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science ( ) ( ) ( )
where ( ) y δ is the half width of the trench or the via, i is the local current density given by assuming first order kinetics in C 1 (copper ion concentration) and the fractional available surface sites θ is expressed by Langmuir type expression (Equation (32)).
where i p is the average plating current and h o the height of the trench. The consumption rate of leveling agent is given by r cons cons c r kθ = (33) where k c is the rate coefficient. The rate of growth or deposition rate is given as a function of local current density
here the analysis is carried out using dimensionless numbers that represent the penetration of copper and leveling agent into the feature.
On applying appropriate boundary conditions at the top and bottom of trench and combining equations, generalized solutions in terms of the dimensionless parameters are established. When c is low, the penetration depth is higher and vice versa. For a given aspect ratio, where inhibitor is available in excess in solution, the penetration of the inhibitor has an optimal where conformal void free fill can be achieved. When the penetration is too high it is shown that the void formation can be seen and is due to i increasing locally and driving high Cu ion concentration. This case is worse than situation where inhibitor is completely absent. Figure 9 depicts the influence of metal and leveling agent on fill characterized by dimensionless groups in the model.
For similar conditions, the relative penetration of the species, R LA :R Cu is shown to have an optimal value beyond which statistically smaller number of features are defect free. For low R LA :R Cu , probability of pinch off is very high. When smaller features are being filled the model predicts that the variation in local current density within the trench can be high enough to cause variations in local deposition rates causing void formation. Such variations may arise from inherent imperfections such as surface roughness, seed layer uniformity, feature Advances in Chemical Engineering and Science shape etc., Hence, for a given system with a combination of feature sizes, the nature of leveling agent may need to be engineered to achieve a uniform fill and better process control.
Higher probability of defects is shown to be likely under higher average plating rates. General guidelines for leveling agent concentrations can be derived to optimize deposition rate vs void formation. The model is also extended to application of electroplating in vias and generates similar trends for achieving robust, defect free fills.
The effect of organic additives in achieving a defect/void free fill has been studied for several years. Over the years, a mix of organic cocktails containing species that can be generically classified as accelerator, leveler and suppressor have been introduced. Under the influence of these additives, the deposition is driven towards the superfill regime where the bottom of the trench is filled faster than the top, avoiding pinch off or "dogboning". Conventional diffusion-adsorption theories do not account for the surface dynamics during the plating process. [61] [62] [63] and [64] Reprinted from A superfilling model that predicts bump formation.
where A is the local surface area, t is the time, k 1 is the rate constant, θ SPS , θ SPS,eq is the surface coverage of additive accelerator species at time t and at equilibrium respectively. The local current density is affected by the presence of inhibitor surface coverage θ PEG . The current density and PEG coverage can expressed as, 
The model results in [64] show that in the absence of a levelling agent, the active sites at the bottom of the trench decrease as surface shape evolves. The inability of inhibitor to adsorb on the bottom allows the growth to accelerate temporarily and create bumps. Although the model is able to predict bump formation a detailed parameter analysis is required to refine it. Simulated profiles are shown in Figure 10 .
